U.S. Lubricants and AMRRI are pleased to introduce:

PLSI provides experienced trained personnel to manage and carry out the precision lubrication program that will deliver against each customer’s and plant’s unique requirements.

Contract Lubrication is relatively new, but it is a growing element of services used by manufacturers in Brazil, Australia and other countries as well. PLSI provides an immediate solution to your machine reliability challenges by providing a full-service turn-key solution that is embedded in your site.

There are many benefits to outsourcing a plant’s machine lubrication program. Implementing a PLSI contract lubrication program reduces parts consumption and overtime labor, which produces documentable savings.

PLSI has a customer promise that is a simple promise: We’ll assure precisely the right lubricant is delivered, at the right time, in the right place, in the right quantity, with the right attitude. It’s a promise we can make not only because we have the expertise to deliver it, but also because we have the absolute focus to ensure it.

For more information, please visit:

www.PrecisionLubrication.com

Or email:

TSpringer@uslube.com